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Health. Harmony.
Happiness.

 
Alternative treatment. 

Rejuvenation and healthy
way of life. 
Prevention.

Timely diagnosis of the smallest
symptoms is the key to your health and

longevity.

 
Do not wait and do not postpone your

meeting with HEALTH EXPERTS!

Time means faster, easier and cheaper!
 

Bridge between
 traditional and alternative

medicine
 

Clinic for treatment through bloodless

operations, hormonal and neurological balance

The Health Master team knows
that every disease starts from
hormonal immunity disorders,

the doors through which penetrate
viruses, bacteria, Covid,

autoimmune and malignant
diseases. 

We suggest alternative treatment
to achieve high quality of life with
bloodless corrections, nano bio
cups, organic foods and more.

Don't wait!
Postponement of prevention,

treatment and prevention leads to
loss of time, money and life! We are expecting you!

Health Master first brought
together experts on health with
multidisciplinary experience
from the traditional and
alternative medicine to
maintain your health!

 

Contacts Sofia, 
102B Cherni Vrah Blvd. (in the BILLA car park)

 

tel:+359898816161
mailto:lsl.ekspertite@gmail.com


Part of the team of experts
on health that successfully
treat:

Marin Minchev - 
Bioenergy Therapist

The gift of the Bulgarian therapist has made him

famous all over Europe - Sweden, where he is

worked in a private clinic for joint problems,

Germany, Spain, France, and Turkey.

After many years devoted to his mission abroad,

bioenergy therapist Marin Minchev

returned to his native land to help with the

treatment of incurable problems.

Prof. Dr. Virginia Georgieva

Director of the Center for Natural Medicine and

famine treatment, member of the Union of

Scientists at BAS, member of the New York

Academy of Sciences, member of the Society of

Pharmacology, member of Society of

Neuroscience, member of international society

on the problems of Antihistamines.

To reveal the deep foundations of man for the

preference of some objects in front of others, he

applies one-dimensional methods and

multidimensional unfolding according to the

theory of Clyde Coombs for data "choice by

preferences 

Prof. Dr. Encho Gerganov -
Cognitive science and psychology

The first clinic for
treatment through
bloodless operations,
hormonal and
neurological balance

Post-COVID treatment and COVID
prevention. 

Ozone therapy and oncology!

normalization of hormonal balance

and normalize function of all types of

glands with internal and external

secretion;

building joints and cartilage;

melting of spikes and knots;

eliminate anxiety, depression and

panic attacks;

unlocking blockage and charging

with positive energy;

improving immunity and general

health and physical condition;

improving male potency and sperm

quality;

increase the chances of pregnancy;

strengthening immunity, building

individual resistance against viruses

and diseases.

The Health Master Clinic helps you in то
overcome serious health problems along

with "Anti-aging center Longevity",

In areas such as:

Hashimoto
Spikes
Pancreas
Kidney problems
Pituitary gland
Asthma in children and adults
Fertility in men and women
Depressed states
Panic attacks
Heart failure

Dr. Vladimir Shishkov - Member of
Bulgarian Scientific Society of
Nutrition and Diet

She specializes in various psychological and

energy approaches for therapeutic work as a

Master Bioenergy Therapist with the right to

teache. Master Practitioner in NeuroLinguistic

Programming (NLP), Akashic Records, Family

Constellations, Regressions, Meditations,

Emotional Healing, Sexual Blockages and

Restrictions from Childhood and Adolescence.

Silvia Petkova - Psychologist and
Biotherapist, Sexual Health

Works and consults at   ENT Department,

Monteiro Clinic London, SW11 Medical London.

Dr. Valentina Nikolova  - Head &
Neck Department PCH,
Cambridgeshire, Англия


